Model No. VSC12A
Mercedo Wood Guest Chair

Assembly Instructions

Important
Review all instructions before beginning assembly. These instructions are provided to avoid problems that may occur from improper assembly or installation. Mayline and/or its distributors are not responsible for failure resulting from improper assembly or installation of this product. Moreover, all warranties are void for failure to follow these assembly instructions.

Parts List VSC12A

Wood Cover Ø15 x 9mm

Reference Letter D

1

1

Screw M4 x 40mm

Reference Letter C

Quantity

Hardware Bag

Part Number 101606**

Reference Letter B

Seat

Part Number 101605**

Reference Letter A

Frame

Part Number 101604**

** Denotes Color Code.

Contact a Mayline Customer Service Representative. 1-800-222-6037

When ordering components, specific color and/or size information may be required.
2. Rotate Seat 90° that the back side of the Seat is to the back of the Frame as shown.

1. Insert Seat (b) into the Frame (a) with the back side of Seat to the Back side of Seat.

3. Release one Front corner of Seat while lowering other Front corner of Frame.

4. Attach Seat to Frame by using Screws (C) 7 places. Apply Pressure to the top of seat while attaching screws.